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SORT Robot Beta Release:
Electronic Record Auto-Classification
SURROUND Australia Pty Ltd announces the beta release of its SURROUND Ontology-powered Records
Triager (SORT) Robot.
WHAT DOES THE SORT ROBOT DO?
All organisations now rely on huge and massively-increasing volumes of electronic records that cannot be
effectively assessed and classified via manual processes.
The SORT Robot effectively triages electronic records, aids record discoverability, and decreases operational
expenditure through the ability to near-fully automate what is currently a manual task.
SORT has been designed to automate electronic record triaging processes smoothly, accurately, and
accountably. SORT auto-classifies and sentences electronic records deemed to be of significance, using a
powerful situational awareness capability for determining the context of the document, and therefore the
appropriate actions required for retention or disposal. Based on its enhancements to electronic records,
SORT supports improved record discoverability and facetted searching.
Auto-classification outcome accuracy is measurable, consistent, auditable, and comparable with manual
sentencing practices. SORT provides a human-readable explanation for each assessment action.
Dashboards provide visibility of auto-classification events, which are aggregated to provide a wide range of
KPIs connecting organisational strategy to business outcomes.
HOW DOES THE SORT ROBOT WORK?
The SORT Robot uses a combination of advanced artificial intelligence, semantics, and machine learning
techniques to:
• Convert electronic record triaging criteria into machine-readable, executable rules which are used to
auto-classify electronic records.
• Automate record classification and support record discovery using tagging, facetted search, topic
mapping, contextual analysis, deep semantic analysis, machine learning techniques, and other
techniques, within an extensible, re-configurable framework.
• Incorporate feedback on auto-classification results to improve classification methods, and the
classification process as a whole. SORT learns the experienced judgments of professional archivists, to
increase accuracy over time.
THE SORT ROBOT’S TECHNOLOGY BASE
SURROUND has built the SORT Robot capability as a flexible, extensible, and configurable application, on
a platform with proven scalability: the SURROUND Ontology Platform (SOP). The SOP uses a World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard, Resource Description Framework (RDF) graphs, as its base
information representation. The SOP is constructed from a suite of components, which have been flexibly
combined to create a coherent knowledge graph of triaging rules, record context, and record instances within
SORT. Workflows help archivists optimise the application of rules, and the assimilation of knowledge and
automated processes to improve the SORT Robot’s performance over time. The technology base and
methods used by SORT enable significantly improved performance to those achieved by existing electronic
record auto-classification systems.
INVITATION TO ARCHIVISTS TO PARTICIPATE IN SORT’S EVOLUTION
SURROUND invites archival facilities to view the SORT robot, and provide input to the next phase of its
future development, to enhance its future value to the archiving community.
Please email info@surroundaustralia.com to arrange a demo or further information.

